Adquisición de métricas en cloud gaming
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ABSTRACT

This document presents a Cloud Gaming review and how it works in contrast with the traditional Gaming scenario. Then several platforms that can be used to implement this service are described. Next, it’s exposed the way how Cloud Gaming is qualified by “gamers” in terms of Quality of Experience through some specific parameters such as Bit Rate, Network Latency, video resolution, frame rate, etc. In order to measure these parameters, a testbed was developed. This experiment is designed in a Server-Client architecture which embed Moonlight-Stream platform with Python Scripts to analyze temporal client logs and extract metrics, automatize human actions as mouse and keyboard events. Testbed was probed over WLAN for an objective resolution of 1080p. To maintain an objective criterion, several iterations were executed over the same network, simulated human actions were used. Results show that Cloud Gaming comply with theoretical limits in previous studies explained in first sections.
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